
Trendy Osterei-Objekte aus Beton
Instructions No. 1563
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

You can put this concrete-Easter eggs They are a great eye-catcher inside and out and can be produced by yourself with little effort.

The casting mould "egg" is nice and flat and later results in a flat egg object that can be placed safely. The motifs are printed as picture relief in the concrete
surface.

Preparing the mould

First print out the motif template and transfer the motif and the font into the casting mould 
Important: Both templates must be mirror-inverted to the later result on the casting object (you will therefore receive the rabbit and the writing in the motif
download as a mirror to the final result). 

Place the template under the transparent egg shape and draw all contours with the Concrete Art Liner after.

Casting

While the contour is drying Cast Concrete mixed according to the product instructions. Spray the casting mould with release agent so that you can easily
remove the finished casting object from the mould later. As soon as the lines of the Concrete Art Liner have dried, the casting compound can be added to the
mould. 

Allow the concrete mass to dry and harden at rest (approx. 24 hours). Then the finished concrete egg can be removed from the mould. The lines of the
concrete art liner are rubber-like and can therefore be easily removed.

Creative with colour

Now paint the bunny and the Easter egg areas according to your personal taste with Chalky coloursmall dots, pastel-coloured areas or contours give the egg

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/concrete-art-liner-88-ml-a131980/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/concrete-for-creatives-a82015/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-chalky-color-a79158/


objects that certain something.

Article number Article name Qty
517447 Concrete Art Liner, 88 ml 1
755528-01 VBS Chalky ColorAntique White 1
755528-05 VBS Chalky ColorAntique Rosé 1
755528-07 VBS Chalky ColorSky Blue 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
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